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When a group G acts properly discontinuously on a surface S, there is an extension E of the 
fundamental group of S by G. When S is not closed, E is the fundamental group of a graph of 
groups with finite vertex groups. The groups E and the graphs of groups arising from actions in 
this way are characterized, providing a unified theory of such actions. Several applications are 
given. 
Introduction 
Actions of finite groups on 2-manifolds have been studied extensively in the case 
of closed orientable 2-manifolds, while not as much attention has been given to the 
nonorientable and bounded compact (or finite type) cases, and still less to the case 
of 2-manifolds of infinite type. Previous work on the nonclosed cases is scattered 
throughout the literature of low-dimensional topology and Riemann surface theory. 
We refer the reader to [18] for many results, and a comprehensive bibliography. 
In the present work, we supply a unified theory of (properly discontinuous) ac- 
tions on all nonclosed 2-manifolds, and present a variety of applications that illus- 
trate its usefulness. We make no restriction on orientability of the manifold, and 
on orientable manifolds we allow actions that contain orientation-reversing homeo- 
morphisms. 
When a group G acts effectively on a locally contractible space X, there is an ex- 
tension 
where E may be regarded as the group of all lifts of elements of G to the universal 
cover of X. When X is a (connected) 2-manifold S and G acts properly discontinu- 
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ously, the quotient S/G is a 2-orbifold whose orbifold fundamental group can be 
identified with E. (For background on 2-orbifolds, see [l, 3,151.) In our approach, 
the initial focus is on the extension, rather than directly on the action on the univer- 
sal cover or on the quotient orbifold. While the idea of studying group actions by 
means of this extension is hardly a new one-it is a cornerstone of much fundamen- 
tal work of Conner, Raymond, and others (see for example [2,6])-something spe- 
cial happens when S is a nonclosed 2-manifold. In this case, the group E is the 
fundamental group of a finite or countable graph of groups, all of whose vertex 
groups are finite (see Proposition 1.3). Such a group we call countably accessible 
by finite groups. 
In our approach, one starts with an arbitrary extension E of a free group F by 
a group G such that E is countably accessible by finite groups (this includes all such 
extensions with G finite) and asks for conditions equivalent to the extension arising 
from a properly discontinuous group action on a (necessarily nonclosed) 2-mani- 
fold. If it does, we say that the extension is realizable. The Main Theorems specify 
two types of realizability criteria: the unnormalized conditions, which must be satis- 
fied by any countable graph of groups with finite vertex groups, whose fundamental 
group is isomorphic to E, and the normalized conditions, which are satisfied by a 
graph of groups of a particularly simple form. To complete the circle of ideas, we 
obtain purely algebraic conditions on the group E which are equivalent to realizabil- 
ity, and also observe that each of our sets of conditions is equivalent to the existence 
of a quotient orbifold whose fundamental group is E. 
One may consider the action on the original 2-manifold to be purely a geometric 
object, and the extension to be purely an algebraic object. The quotient orbifold is 
a hybrid, admitting both topological and (local) algebraic structure, while our 
graphs of groups are an interpolation between the orbifold and the extension, re- 
taining only a minimum of the topological structure. In fact, the graph of groups 
is essentially the l-skeleton of the quotient orbifold, and the various orbifolds that 
arise from different thickenings of the graph into 2-dimensional orbifolds lead to 
different realizations of the extension. 
From one point of view these Main Theorems provide a solution to the Nielsen 
Realization Problem for nonclosed surfaces; however, this solution is qualitatively 
different from the classical solution in the compact case. The classical solution (see 
[17]) states that an abstract kernel G -Out(ni(S)), where G is a finite group and 
S is a compact surface with boundary, can be realized by a G-action on S if and 
only if it preserves the peripheral structure of n,(S). In contrast our solution says 
that an abstract kernel G + Out(F), where F is a free group of finite rank, can be 
realized by a G-action on some compact surface S with nl(S)=F if and only if it 
satisfies a set of purely algebraic conditions. Putting these results together gives an 
algebraic characterization of those abstract kernels G --) Out(F) which preserve the 
peripheral structure for some compact surface. In particular (when G is a finite cy- 
clic group) we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a finite-order outer 
automorphism of F to preserve the peripheral structure of some compact surface 
(see Theorem 5.1 below for the precise statement of the conditions). 
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Our results also extend classical results about NEC (non-Euclidean crystallo- 
graphic) groups of motions of the hyperbolic plane. For example, our first Main 
Theorem implies that a group E can arise as a NEC group with noncompact quotient 
of finite type if and only if it is virtually free and satisfies five additional group- 
theoretic conditions (these are the algebraic conditions (Al)-(A5) stated in Sec- 
tion 1). Presentations for NEC groups were first obtained by Wilkie [16] in the case 
of compact quotients and then by Macbeath and Hoare [7] for groups with noncom- 
pact quotient (possibly of infinite type). From our second Main Theorem we will 
obtain the Macbeath-Hoare presentation as a corollary; moreover we will show that 
the converse of their theorem is also true: any group with a presentation of their 
form can be uniformized as a NEC group acting on the hyperbolic plane. 
The Main Theorems, treating separately the cases where F has finite or infinite 
rank, are stated at the end of Section 1, following some preliminary definitions and 
results concerning graphs of groups, and the statements of the unnormalized and 
normalized conditions. The Main Theorem for F of finite rank is proved in Sec- 
tion 2, and the additional arguments needed for the infinite rank version are col- 
lected in Section 3. The remaining four sections contain applications. The 
aforementioned algebraic characterizations of properly discontinuous groups of iso- 
metries of the hyperbolic plane with noncompact quotient are derived in Section 4, 
and in Section 5, the algebraic criteria are given for determining the realizability of 
an outer automorphism of F of finite order by a periodic homeomorphism. In Sec- 
tion 6, we determine all finite groups G with the property that a group of outer auto- 
morphisms of F isomorphic to G is realizable whenever each element that generates 
a proper subgroup is realizable. The groups with this property are exactly the cyclic 
groups with order not a prime and not 4, and the dihedral groups with order not 
divisible by 4. The final section contains results about the nonclosed surfaces of 
finite type admitting a G-action, for a fixed finite group. The stable genus increment 
n(G) [5,9, lo] is determined; that is, if G acts on a nonclosed surface whose algebraic 
genus (i.e. the rank of its fundamental group) is g, then g= 1 mod n(G), and there 
exists a positive integer N(G) such that if g>N(G) and g= 1 mod n(G), then G acts 
on a nonclosed surface of algebraic genus g. Hurwitz-type bounds on the algebraic 
genus, including that found by May 181, are obtained as an easy consequence of the 
Main Theorems. 
In a few places our arguments can be shortened by referring to [lo]; in the interest 
of readability we have elected instead to give a self-contained exposition. 
1. The Main Theorems 
Let F be a free group, of finite or countably infinite rank. If r] : G + Out(F) is 
an abstract kernel, then there is a corresponding group extension 
l-+F+E-+G+l 
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which is unique up to equivalence when the rank of F is not 1. This extension is 
said to be realizable when there exist a connected 2-manifold S, an isomorphism 
a: nl(S) -+ F, and an injective homomorphism Q : G+ Diff(S) such that for the 
natural homomorphism Y: Diff(S) + Out(rri (S)) we have Y@(g) = a-‘q(g)cr. Here 
Diff(S) is the full group of diffeomorphisms of S. 
The Main Theorems will give sets of conditions which are equivalent to realizabil- 
ity of q. These conditions-which are imposed on E-are called the afgebraic ondi- 
tions, the unnormalized conditions, and the normalized conditions. 
The algebraic conditions on a group E are the following: 
(Al) Every finite subgroup is either finite cyclic or finite dihedral. 
(A2) The intersection of any two distinct maximal finite subgroups is either trivial 
or is a group of order 2 which is a maximal cyclic subgroup of both. 
(A3) For any maximal finite subgroup isomorphic to Z/2x Z/2, at least one of 
its three nontrivial elements is not contained in any distinct maximal finite sub- 
group. 3 
(A4) The normalizer of any order 2 maximal cyclic subgroup is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of D,xZ/2. 
(A.5) The normalizer of any order n maximal cyclic subgroup, II ~3, is finite. 
(A6) Any order 2 maximal cyclic subgroup with infinite normalizer is contained 
in only finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups. 
In condition (A4), the group D, is the infinite dihedral group Z/2*Z/2. 
To state the other conditions, it is necessary to introduce some properties of cer- 
tain graphs of groups. Unless otherwise stated, a graph of groups Twill be assumed 
to be connected. For a vertex u denote the associated vertex group by E,. For an 
(oriented) edge e denote the associated edge group by E,; if P is the oppositely ori- 
ented edge, then EZ = E,. Given an edge e with initial vertex 6,(e) = u0 and terminal 
vertex 6r (e) = &(I?) = u, (where possibly u. = ur) let f, : E, -+ E,, and f, : E, -+ E,, be 
the (injective) incidence homomorphisms of the edge group into the adjacent vertex 
groups. 
An edge e is said to be trivial when 6&e) and 6,(e) are distinct vertices and at 
least one off, or f, is an isomorphism. A trivial edge can be collapsed to an adja- 
cent vertex, replacing r by a graph with one fewer vertex and with isomorphic fun- 
damental group. Obviously, any finite graph may be rid of all trivial edges by 
collapsing. For arbitrary infinite graphs, this is not always possible (see [14, p. 193]), 
but the next proposition will apply to the graphs which arise in our context. 
Proposition 1.1. Let r be a graph of groups with finite edge groups of bounded 
order. Then by collapsing (possibly infinitely many) trivial edges, a graph can be 
obtained which has no trivial edges. 
Proof. Let E, be an edge group of K Consider the subgraph consisting of all ver- 
tices with vertex group E. and all edges with edge group E. for which both inci- 
dence homomorphisms are isomorphisms. Choose a maximal forest in the 
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subgraph. Since E,, is finite, every trivial edge in I- with edge group isomorphic to 
E, is incident to exactly one component of the forest. 
Let T be a component of this forest and let o be a vertex of T. The incidence iso- 
morphisms determine a unique isomorphism from the vertex group of each vertex 
of T to E,. In the graph of groups obtained from r by collapsing T to u, the new 
incidence homomorphisms are defined by composing with the isomorphisms to E, 
when necessary. There may or may not remain a trivial edge incident to u whose inci- 
dence homomorphism is an isomorphism to E,; if there is, a collapse of that edge 
will also eliminate the vertex u. As mentioned, the resulting graph has fundamental 
group isomorphic to rci(r). Using this same construction, we collapse all of the 
components of the forest, thus obtaining a graph of groups which has no trivial edge 
whose edge group is isomorphic to E,. The proposition now follows by repeating 
this procedure for each of the finitely many isomorphism classes of edge groups 
inl-. q 
The following result from [ 121 extends the finitely generated version proved in [4]: 
Proposition 1.2. A group E is the fundamental group of a graph of groups in which 
every vertex group is finite and the orders of the vertex groups are bounded if and 
only if E is virtually free. 0 
In particular, a finitely generated group is virtually free if and only if it is accessi- 
ble by finite groups. We will say that a group E is countably accessible by finite 
groups when E is isomorphic to the fundamental group rri (r), where r is a graph 
of groups with no trivial edges, having finite vertex groups and finitely or countably 
many edges. The next proposition shows our interest in this accessibility property. 
Proposition 1.3. Suppose the group G acts properly discontinuously on the con- 
nected 2-manifold S and that E is the corresponding extension group obtained by 
lifting the action to the universal cover. Assume that E is not finite. Then E is count- 
ably accessible by finite groups if and only if the quotient orbifold S/G is not closed. 
Proof. Suppose first that S/G is closed. Then its orbifold fundamental group E is 
finitely generated. If E were countably accessible by finite groups, then E would be 
virtually free by Proposition 1.2. But closed 2-orbifolds with infinite orbifold fun- 
damental group have finite manifold coverings, so E would also be virtually the fun- 
damental group of a closed surface of nonpositive Euler characteristic, and such 
groups are not virtually free. 
For the converse, first observe that a nonclosed 2-orbifold of finite type can be 
cut along properly imbedded arcs, rays, lines, arcs-with-one-endpoint-silvered, and 
silvered rays into pieces with finite orbifold fundamental group. Call such a collec- 
tion complete. By the orbifold van Kampen theorem, the cuts in a complete collec- 
tion correspond to the edges in a graph of groups with finite vertex groups, having 
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fundamental group isomorphic to the orbifold fundamental group of the orbifold. 
This completes the proof when S/G is compact. Otherwise, write it as an increasing 
union UE, pi of compact connected orbifolds such that no component of the 
complement of any @ has compact closure. For some complete collection of cuts 
in r?,, extend each arc and arc-with-one-endpoint-silvered that is not properly im- 
bedded in S/G to a properly imbedded line, ray, or silvered ray, transverse to the 
frontiers of all 6. Replace 6 by a regular neighborhood 67,’ of the union of @, and 
the extended cuts, and inductively replace each 4 by a suitably small regular neigh- 
borhood @’ of @U I??;_ 1. Each 4’ has finite type. The collection of extended cuts 
in 67; can now be enlarged to a complete collection of cuts in @‘, displaying its 
orbifold fundamental group as the fundamental group of a graph of groups, with 
finite vertex groups, containing the graph already constructed for @, . Continue in- 
ductively to construct a sequence of graphs of groups whose increasing union has 
fundamental group isomorphic to E. The order of the edge groups is at most 2, so 
using Proposition 1.1, we may assume the resulting graph has no trivial edges. This 
completes the proof. 0 
The dihedral group of order 2n (n 2 1) will be denoted by D,. A vertex of a 
graph of groups will be called even (respectively, odd) if its vertex group is a di- 
hedral group D,, with n even (respectively, odd); it is called special if its vertex 
group is D, s Z/2 x Z/2. Note that at an odd vertex, the vertex group contains ex- 
actly one conjugacy class of order 2 maximal cyclic subgroups. At an even vertex, 
there are exactly two conjugacy classes, unless the vertex is also special, in which 
case there are three. 
In the following definitions, r will denote a graph of groups. An edge path in r 
is a coherently oriented path el, e2, . . . , e, such that im(.&) and im(&+,) are con- 
jugate in E,,, = Es,,,+, for i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1. An edge loop is an edge path such that 
Blen = &ei, and a closed edge loop is an edge loop for which im(f,,) and im(&,) 
are conjugate in Es,e, = Ed,,, . 
In our context, it turns out that edge loops that are not closed edge loops can arise 
only when there are even vertices, allowing incident edges with edge group Z/2 to 
have nonconjugate images in the vertex groups. 
Two edges e and e’ in r are edge equivalent if there is an edge path e1,e2, . . . , e,, 
with ei = e and e, = e’; this defines an equivalence relation on the edges of K Define 
the edge component r, of an edge e to be the equivalence class of e, together with 
all initial and terminal vertices, so that r, is a subgraph of K Note that a subgraph 
of r with dihedral vertex groups and with all edge groups of order 2 can be made 
up of many edge components, when it has even vertices. 
We can now state the unnormalized conditions on the graph of groups I? 
(Ul) Every vertex group is either finite cyclic or finite dihedral. 
(U2) Every edge group E, is either trivial or has order 2; in the latter case it is 
maximal cyclic in the adjacent vertex groups EGoe and Esle. 
(U3) For every special vertex with vertex group Z/2 x Z/2, at least one of the 
three order 2 subgroups is not the image of any incidence homomorphism. 
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(U4) For each edge e with nontrivial group E,=.Z2/2, the edge component & has 
topological Euler characteristic x( Ir,l) = 0 or 1, and r, satisfies the following condi- 
tions: 
(U4a) r, contains at most two even vertices. 
(U4b) If & contains a noncontractible edge loop, then & contains at most 
one even vertex. 
(U4c) If & contains a noncontractible closed edge loop, then r, contains 
no even vertex. 
(US) For each edge e with nontrivial edge group E,zZ/2, if & is infinite, then 
x(1&l) = 1 and r, contains at most one even vertex. 
There remain the normalized conditions on L For these we introduce the graph 
re, defined to be the (usually not connected) subgraph obtained by removing from 
r all edges with trivial edge group and all vertices with trivial vertex group. 
(Nl) = (Ul). 
(N2) = (U2). 
(N3) Each component of G is topologically either a point or a l-manifold (pos- 
sibly with boundary). 
(N4) For each even vertex of I-, the images of the edge groups of the incident 
edges are not conjugate in the vertex group. 
(N5) There is exactly one vertex u of r having trivial vertex group, every compo- 
nent of r, is connected to o by exactly one edge with trivial edge group, and all 
other edges with trivial edge group have both ends at o. 
We can now state the two versions of the Main Theorem. 
Main Theorem (F of finite rank). Let G be a finite group and r,~ : G + Out(F) be 
an abstract kernel where F is free of finite rank g > 1. Let E be the corresponding 
extension. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) q is realizable by an action of G on some compact connected surface with fun- 
damental group isomorphic to F. 
(b) E satisfies the algebraic conditions (Al)-(A5). 
(c) Any (necessarily finite) graph of groups r with no trivial edges, having finite 
vertex groups and z,(T)z E, must satisfy the unnormalized conditions (Ul)-(U4). 
(d) There exists a finite graph of groups r, having finite vertex groups and 
z,(r) = E, which satisfies the normalized conditions (Nl)-(NS). 
(e) There is a compact 2-orbifold with nonempty boundary, having orbifold fun- 
damental group isomorphic to E. 
Furthermore, if T is a graph of groups as in (c) or (d), then 
where x(T) denotes the Euler characteristic of r as a graph of groups. 
We remark that if xl(S) is free of finite rank greater than 1, and G acts properly 
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discontinuously on S, then G must be finite. For let C be a compact core (i.e., a 
compact submanifold of S for which the inclusion into S induces an isomorphism 
on fundamental groups-each component of the complement of the core must have 
trivial or infinite cyclic fundamental group). If G were infinite, then some element 
of G would move the core into some component of its complement, a contradiction. 
Main Theorem (F of infinite rank). Let G be a group and let n : G + Out(F) be an 
abstract kernel where F is free of countably infinite rank, such that the correspond- 
ing extension E is countably accessible by finite groups. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) rl is realizable by a properly discontinuous action of G on some connected sur- 
face with fundamental group isomorphic to F. 
(b) E satisfies the algebraic conditions (Al)-(A6). 
(c) Any graph of groups T with no trivial edges, having finite vertex groups and 
7c1 (r) s E, must satisfy the unnormalized conditions (U 1)-(US). 
(d) There exists a graph of groups r, having finite vertex groups and TC, (I-) = E, 
which satisfies the normalized conditions (Nl)-(N5). 
(e) There is a 2-orbifold which is not closed, having orbifold fundamental group 
isomorphic to E. 
It should be stressed that the Main Theorems as stated do not prescribe the topo- 
logical type of the surface on which q is realized, but only the rank of its fundamen- 
tal group. In the compact case, however, there is a way to determine the topological 
type. Let q be an abstract kernel whose extension is 
I 
1-F-E-G-1 
where F has finite rank and E satisfies (Al)-(AS). Choose a compact 2-orbifold d 
having orbifold fundamental group E as in part (e) of the Main Theorem. (There 
may in fact be more than one such orbifold, as the process of ‘thickening graphs’ 
used in proving that (d) implies (e) may not be unique-on the other hand, the dif- 
ferent possibilities for Bare easy to enumerate.) Let E+ denote the subgroup of E 
consisting of orientation-preserving elements in r~p’~(@) and let B,,B,, . . . . Bk be the 
images of the inclusion-induced homomorphisms corresponding to the k distinct 
boundary components of @. Then q is realizable by a G-action on a compact surface 
having fundamental group isomorphic to F. This surface is orientable if and only 
if [G : A (E+)] = [E : E+], and its number of boundary components is CF= i [G : A (Bi)]. 
Using these observations, our Main Theorem can also be used to study finite group 
actions on closed surfaces, but we do not pursue that further here. 
2. Proof of the Main Theorem for F of finite rank 
In this section we assume the hypotheses of the finite rank version of the Main 
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Theorem. In particular, the virtually free group E is the fundamental group of a 
finite graph of groups having finite vertex groups. 
(a) * (b). We assume that G acts properly discontinuously on the surface S 
whose fundamental group is isomorphic to F; thus E acts properly discontinuously 
on the universal cover of S, which is homeomorphic to IR2. For such an action, the 
following fact is elementary: 
The set of points fixed by any nontrivial finite subgroup of 
E is a properly imbedded line if the subgroup is generated 
by an orientation-reversing element of order 2, otherwise it 
consists of a single point. 
Let A4 be a finite subgroup of E. About a point p fixed by every element of M 
there is an invariant closed 2-disc; since it acts effectively on this 2-disc, A4 is cyclic 
or dihedral. Every element in the intersection of two distinct maximal finite sub- 
groups fixes more than one point, showing that the intersection is trivial or is of 
order 2 generated by a single orientation-reversing element. In the latter case, the 
order 2 subgroup is maximal cyclic in E. In any maximal finite subgroup isomorphic 
to Z/2 x Z/2, there is a nontrivial orientation-preserving element which fixes only 
one point, and consequently cannot be contained in any distinct maximal finite sub- 
group. The normalizer of any order 2 maximal cyclic subgroup of E fixes a point 
(if the fixed point set of the subgroup is a point) or else leaves invariant a properly 
imbedded line; in the first case the normalizer must be isomorphic to Z/2 or to 
Z/2 x Z/2, while in the second it acts properly discontinuously on a line, so is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of D, x2/2. A cyclic subgroup of order greater than 2 
fixes only a single point, hence its normalizer is cyclic or dihedral. Therefore E satis- 
fies the algebraic conditions (Al)-(A5). 
(b) * (c). Assume now that E satisfies (Al)-(A5) and let a graph of groups r 
with no trivial edges, having finite vertex groups and fundamental group isomorphic 
to E be given. Recall that in any graph of groups, any incidence homomorphism 
may be changed by an inner automorphism of the vertex group without changing 
the isomorphism class of the fundamental group; therefore we may assume that 
whenever the images of two incidence homomorphisms are conjugate subgroups of 
a vertex group, they are actually equal. 
In any graph of groups, every finite subgroup is conjugate into a vertex group. 
Since r has no trivial edges, it follows that the maximal finite subgroups of E are 
precisely the conjugates of the vertex groups of K 
Condition (Al) immediately implies that rsatisfies condition (Ul). For (U2), sup- 
pose first that the endpoints of e are distinct; since each vertex group is a maximal 
finite subgroup, condition (A2) implies that E, satisfies condition (U2). If the end- 
points of e are equal, then either E, is the intersection of two distinct conjugates of 
the vertex group, in which case (A2) again implies (U2), or else there is an HNN 
generator t corresponding to e which normalizes the vertex group. Since it is either 
cyclic or dihedral, the vertex group, if not isomorphic to Z/2 or D2, contains a cy- 
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clic subgroup of order n23 which is normalized by t. This contradicts condition 
(A5). On the other hand, if the vertex group is isomorphic to D2, then each order 
2 subgroup of it is normalized by D2 and t 6. Since D2 x Z is not isomorphic to a 
subgroup of D-x2/2, this violates condition (A4). We conclude that the vertex 
group has order 2 and (U2) is satisfied. Condition (U3) is an immediate consequence 
of (A3). Next, suppose that there are at least 3 even vertices in the edge component 
r,, where E,G Z/2. The center of a dihedral group D, with n even is nontrivial, and 
it follows that the normalizer of the edge group E, contains a subgroup isomorphic 
to Z/2 *L/2 *Z/2, contradicting the algebraic condition (A4). This establishes prop- 
erty (U4a) for ZY For (U~C), suppose there are both a noncontractible closed edge 
loop L’ and an even vertex v in r,. Connect v to an edge of L’ by an edge path in 
r,, and let L denote the union of this edge path with L’. There is a 3-fold covering 
graph L, of L in which the edge loop is triply covered by an edge loop, and there 
are at least 3 even vertices in L,. As above, the normalizer of an edge group in 
rcl (L,) contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z/2 *Z/2 *Z/2. But rci (L3) corresponds 
to a subgroup of E, so that the edge group of n,(L,) corresponds to E,, giving a 
contradiction to (A4). Next, suppose that x(lr,l) ~0 and r, contains at least two 
even vertices. Let L’ be a noncontractible edge loop in r,; by (U4c) this cannot be 
a closed edge loop, so it contains an even vertex and two edges incident to that vertex 
whose incidence homomorphisms have nonconjugate images in the vertex group. 
Connect another even vertex to L’ by an edge path in r, to obtain a graph L. This 
time, there is a 2-fold cover L2 of L which has two edge components each with 
3 even vertices, contradicting condition (U4a) for L2. Then z1(L2) does not satisfy 
(A4) and hence, as above, E does not satisfy (A4). This establishes (U4b). It remains 
only to prove that x(lr,l) is 0 or 1. For this we give a definition and a lemma. 
As in the statement of the normalized conditions, let r, be the (not necessarily con- 
nected) graph of groups that results from removing all edges with trivial edge group 
from K A subgraph of r0 is called a trivial arbor if it is a tree and contains exact- 
ly one even vertex and the valence of that vertex is 1. To complete the proof of 
(b) * (c), we will show that the component r, of r, which contains r, has x( IT, I) L 0. 
Lemma 2.1. Let r be a graph of groups with finite vertex groups, which satisfies 
conditions (Ul), (U2), (U4a), (U4b), and (U4c). Let r, be the graph of groups that 
results from removing all edges with trivial edge group from r. 
(1) Let v be an even vertex of r,. Consider the components of r, - {v} that con- 
tain an edge which is incident to v. For all but at most two of these edges, the union 
of v with the component that contains that edge is a trivial arbor. 
(2) For each component r, of r,, x(lIl) =0 or 1. 
Proof. If statement (1) is false, then there are two edges ei and e, incident to v so 
that the images of their incidence homomorphisms are equal, and neither leads into 
a trivial arbor. Starting out one of the edges e, or e2, it is possible to continue 
along an edge path to attain at least one of the following possibilities: 
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(i) The edge path ends at an even vertex different from o. 
(ii) The edge path is noncontractible and ends at o; in this case it cannot pass 
through the other edge because of property (U4c). 
Now start out at the other edge and follow along an edge path that results in (i) 
or (ii). Any combination of outcomes leads to a contradiction to either (U4a), 
(U4b), or (U~C), proving (1). To establish (2), suppose first that q has no even ver- 
tices; if its Euler characteristic were negative, the normalizer of an edge group would 
contain a free group of rank 2, contradicting (A4). If there is an even vertex, obtain 
from 4 a connected graph r, by deleting, for all even vertices o, each component 
of r, - {o} whose union with (u} is a trivial arbor. By part (1) of Lemma 2.1, each 
even vertex in r, has valence at most 2. By (U~C), no component of the comple- 
ment of the even vertices of r, contains a closed edge path. It follows that r, and 
hence 4 have Euler characteristic 0 or 1. 0 
(c) * (d). For this part of the proof we introduce the technique of sliding an 
edge. Suppose that e, and e2 are edges with &(et) = uO, ai = ui =&(e2), and 
ai = u2, and furthermore assume that the image off,, equals the image off,,. 
The result of sliding el along e2 is the graph in which e, has been replaced by an 
edge e; with Ee; =E,,, &(e;)=uo, 6,(e’,)=v2, fc;=fz,, and f,; =f&‘fe,. It is easy 
to see that sliding edges does not change the fundamental group of the graph of 
groups. 
Since E is virtually free, Proposition 1.2 and hypothesis (c) imply that E is iso- 
morphic to rci(T) where r has no trivial edges and satisfies (Ul)-(U4). Again, we 
assume that edge homomorphisms with images conjugate in a vertex group have 
equal images. We will first show how to use slides to bring each component r, of 
the subgraph r, into normal form. By Lemma 2.1, there are two cases to consider. 
Case I. ~(141) =O. Let C be the unique noncontractible simple edge loop in 4. 
If C is not all of 4, then there is a vertex containing two edges of C and a third 
edge e. If the vertex is odd, then the incidence homomorphisms of all three edges 
are equal in the vertex group. If the vertex is even, then by the conditions under 
(U4), the image of the incidence homomorphisms for the two edges in C are not 
equal in the vertex group, and hence, using condition (U3), one of their images is 
equal to the image of the incidence homomorphisms for e. In either case, one of 
the two edges can be slid along e to produce a longer simple edge loop. Since r, is 
finite, this process terminates with r, changed to a single simple edge loop, in 
which the images of the incidence homomorphisms in any even vertex group are not 
equal. Thus the resulting r, satisfies the normalized conditions. 
Case II. x(lql) = i. Choose an imbedded topological path C, consisting of 
edges e,, e2, . . . , e, with 6t (ei) = &(ei+ i) = Vi, SO that n is maximal length among all 
such paths in r,. If C is not all of r,, then there is a vertex ui, with i neither 0 nor 
n, for which there is a third edge e not in C incident to ui. Then, using condition 
(U3), one of the following two subcases occurs: 
(1) im(f,) equals im(f,) or im(&+,) 
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(2) im(f,) is not equal to im(&) or im(fe,+,), but im(fe,)=im(fc,+,). 
In case (l), either ei or Pi+ 1 can be slid along e to lengthen C. In case (2), ui is even 
and condition (U4a) implies that there cannot be even vertices Vj of C both for some 
j<i and some j>i. If there are none for j<i, slide ei+ I along the edge path 
ei,e;-1, . . . . e, until it reaches ve to lengthen C. If there are none for j> i, slide ei 
alongei,ei+l,..., e, to v,. Repeating these processes we obtain r, = C, satisfying the 
normalized conditions. Once each component of r, satisfies the normalized condi- 
tions, make rsatisfy them by creating a vertex with trivial vertex group by an expan- 
sion, and sliding the edges with trivial edge group into the proper positions. 
(d) * (e). Observe that a graph of groups rsatisfying the normalized conditions 
can be ‘thickened’ into a 2-dimensional orbifold S(T) (not necessarily in a unique 
way). By the orbifold van Kampen theorem, the fundamental group nyb(s(r)) is 
isomorphic to nr(r’) where r’ is a graph of groups whose underlying graph is that 
of r and whose corresponding vertex and edge groups agree with those of r (thus 
r and r’ differ only in their incidence homomorphisms). Since Aut(D,) acts tran- 
sitively on pairs of conjugacy classes of order-two maximal cyclic subgroups (as is 
readily checked) it is easy to find isomorphisms between the vertex and edge groups 
of r and r’ which commute with the incidende homomorphisms. If follows that 
rCyb(S(r)) = n,(r’) is isomorphic to 7c1 (r) = E. 
(e) * (a). There is a finite orbifold covering S corresponding to the subgroup F; 
since F is torsion free, S is actually a manifold. The action of G on S by orbifold 
covering transformations furnishes a realization Q of q, since if g E G and g E E satis- 
fy A(g3 = g (where 1: E -+ G) and if rg is the covering transformation corresponding 
to g, then M&l = b,+J = L&g3 IFI = v(g). 
The formula for g follows because the orbifold Euler characteristic obeys the 
usual multiplicative property for finite orbifold coverings. This completes the proof. 
3. Proof of the Main Theorem for F of infinite rank 
For the infinite rank case, it is only necessary to make some additions to the proof 
of the finite rank case given in Section 2. 
(a) * (b). Again, by lifting the G-action, E acts properly discontinuously on IR’. 
No change is needed in the verification that E satisfies conditions (Al)-(A5). If there 
is an order 2 maximal cyclic subgroup with infinite normalizer in E, then proper dis- 
continuity implies that the subgroup is generated by an orientation-reserving ele- 
ment r whose fixed-point set is a properly imbedded line. The normalizer must leave 
this line invariant and, being infinite, must contain an element g whose effect on 
the line is translation. Any finite subgroup properly containing r must fix a point 
which lies on the line. If some power of g maps the fixed point for one of these finite 
subgroups to the fixed point for another, then these two subgroups are conjugate 
in E, and conversely every translate of such a fixed point under a nonzero power 
of g is the fixed point of a conjugate finite subgroup. Suppose that r is contained 
in infinitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups. Let x0 be any point on the 
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line fixed by r. Then the fixed points of finite subgroups properly containing r have 
a limit point on the segment of the line from x0 to g(xo), and a compact neighbor- 
hood of this limit point intersects infinitely many of its translates, violating proper 
discontinuity. This contradiction shows that E satisfies (A6). 
(b) a(c). The proof for the finite rank case works without essential change to 
prove that rsatisfies conditions (Ul)-(U4). For (US), consider an infinite edge com- 
ponent r, with E, nontrivial. Suppose first that r, contains a closed edge loop. 
Then the edge group for an edge in the closed loop has infinite normalizer (since 
the HNN element corresponding to the loop normalizes it), but since r, is infinite, 
the edge group is contained in infinitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups, 
contradicting (A6). Suppose now that r, contains an edge loop which is not closed. 
Let u be the even vertex in the loop having incident edges e and e’ with distinct im- 
ages of their incidence homomorphisms which are generated respectively by x and 
x’. There is an HNN generator t (corresponding to a closed edge path from e to e’) 
such that txt-’ =x’. Let z be a nontrivial central element in E, which is not equal 
to x or x’ (by (A2), they can only be central when Eez Z/2 x Z/2). Then the nor- 
malizer of the subgroup generated by x contains the infinite subgroup generated by 
z and t-‘zt. But since r, is infinite, this contradicts condition (A6). Finally, if r, 
contains two even vertices, then the normalizer of E, contains the infinite cyclic 
subgroup generated by the product of central elements of the vertex groups of the 
even vertices, and again r, cannot be infinite. This completes the argument show- 
ing that r satisfies condition (U5). 
(c) = (d). As in the proof of the Main Theorem for the case when F has finite 
rank, let r. be the subgraph that results from removing all edges with trivial edge 
group from r, and let 4 denote an arbitrary component of ro. We first argue that 
if r’, contains a closed topological loop, then r, is finite. For if the loop is a closed 
edge loop, then condition (U4c) implies that r1 can contain no even vertex, and 
therefore r, consists of a single edge component, which by condition (U5) must be 
finite. If the loop is not a closed edge loop, then it contains an even vertex. If 4 
is infinite, then by condition (US), there must be another even vertex in r,; if there 
is no other even vertex on the loop with distinct images of its two incidence homo- 
morphisms, then condition (U4b) is violated, hence there is at least one other such 
even vertex on the loop. But this leads to either an edge component with more than 
two even vertices, or an infinite edge component containing two even vertices, either 
of which is contradictory. Therefore if r, is infinite, it must have topological Euler 
characteristic equal to 1. 
By the argument in the proof of (c) * (d) in the finite rank case, each component 
of r. that is finite can be altered using slidings of edges so that it satisfies condi- 
tions (Nl)-(N5). Consider an infinite component, which as shown above must be 
a tree. It is the union of the edge components that it contains, each of which is either 
infinite, containing at most one even vertex, or finite, containing at most two even 
vertices. By slidings, each finite edge component can be altered so that it consists 
of a single simple edge path with all even vertices being endpoints. An infinite edge 
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component has fundamental group isomorphic to the fundamental group of a graph 
which is topologically either a line or a ray whose even vertex, if any, is its endpoint. 
Replacing each edge component by a graph of one of these kinds, we can construct 
a graph satisfying conditions (Nl)-(N5) and having fundamental group isomorphic 
to the fundamental group of 4. We do this for each component 6 of K Since the 
remainder of rconsists of edges with trivial edge group, we can add one vertex with 
trivial vertex group, and edges with trivial edge group, to the altered r0 to obtain 
a graph satisfying conditions (Nl)-(N5). 
(d) * (e). Let r be a graph with fundamental group E and satisfying the nor- 
malized conditions. Now r is locally finite except possibly at its unique vertex u. 
with trivial vertex group. We replace this vertex by a graph which is topologically 
the real line, with a vertex corresponding to each integer point, and with all vertex 
groups trivial. Each edge or loop that was incident to u. is made incident to one of 
the integer points; since Tis assumed to be countable, we may assume that only one 
of these edges or loops is incident to each integer vertex. The graph so constructed 
is locally finite, and may easily be thickened to an orbifold with orbifold fundamen- 
tal group isomorphic to E. The rest of the proof is completed as in the finite rank 
case. 
(e) * (a). This is proved exactly as in the finite rank case. 
4. Groups of hyperbolic isometries 
In this section we will use our Main Theorems to obtain two algebraic characteri- 
zations of properly discontinuous groups of isometries of the hyperbolic plane hav- 
ing noncompact quotient. One of these characterizations specifies a presentation for 
each such group-this is the presentation originally derived in [7] by geometric 
arguments. 
Theorem 4.1. Let E be a group. The following are equivalent: 
(i) There is a properly discontinuous action of E as isometries on the hyperbolic 
plane, having noncompact quotient. 
(ii) E is countably accessible by finite groups and satisfies the algebraic condi- 
tions (Al)-(A6). 
(iii) E is a (countable) free product of cyclic groups, groups of the form 
(&),x1, *** xi, x:, . . . , (xoX,p, (x1xzY’, . . . > 
where ni> 1 and the number of generators is finite or infinite, and groups of the 
form 
(..., x_,,xo,x, )... 1 . ..) x:,,x;,x: )..., (X_~Xp,(X(JX*)no ,... > 
and 
(x I)..., x,,tix; ,...) X;,(XIXp )...) (x,~Ix,)“‘~‘,x,txlt~‘) 
where r>l and n,>l. 
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Proof. That (i) implies (iii) is the main result of [7]. Using our Main Theorems, this 
implication and that of (iii) implies (ii) follow from the observation that a group has 
a presentation as described in (iii) if and only if it is the fundamental group of a 
graph of groups satisfying the normalized conditions. The critical observation is 
that by virtue of the normalized condition (N4), whenever there are two edges with 
nontrivial edge group incident to a vertex with dihedral vertex group, the images of 
the incidence homomorphisms may be chosen to generate the vertex group; the Xi 
are the images of the edge groups under a set of incidence homomorphisms satisfy- 
ing this condition. For (ii) implies (i), the Main Theorems guarantee that E is the 
fundamental group of a noncompact 2-orbifold, hence (i) is immediate from the 
following ‘uniformization’ of 2-orbifolds: 
Lemma 4.2. Let B be a (connected) nonclosed 2-orbifold, either noncompact or 
having negative orbifoid Euler characteristic. Then D admits a structure as a com- 
plete hyperbolic 2-orbifold with totally geodesic boundary. 
This lemma is surely well known, as indicated by Scott on p. 425 of [13]. Since 
there does not seem to be any proof in print, we give here a sketch of one method 
of proof. 
Proof sketch of Lemma 4.2. We first consider the case of a nonclosed (connected) 
2-manifold F. We assume F is noncompact, since the compact case is well known. 
Consider a cell structure Qon F dual to a fine triangulation; regard it as a tesselation 
of F by polygons such that the l-skeleton has valence 3 at every vertex. By sub- 
dividing the cells in a certain way, we will obtain a tesselation by hexagons such that 
the l-skeleton has valence 3 at each vertex in aF and valence 4 at each vertex in the 
interior. The desired complete hyperbolic structure with geodesic boundary is then 
specified by making each hexagon a regular hyperbolic hexagon with all interior 
angles equal to n/2. 
The first step in constructing the hexagonal tesselation is to find an ordering of 
gas {c,,c2,c2,...} such that if &, = Uisn ci, then 
(1) each VP?” is connected, and 
(2) ac,+ 1 g %” u aF. 
The ordering is chosen inductively so that at no stage is any complementary compo- 
nent of gnUc,+, compact; if the original triangulation was fine enough (e.g. sub- 
divided once) so that no ci separates, such a choice will always be possible. 
The desired tesselation by hexagons is obtained by inductively extending a tessela- 
tion on q to En+, as follows. Because of property (2), there must be at least one 
face of c,+ 1 which is in the interior of F but is not in I!??,,; we call such a face a 
‘free’ face. From each vertex of the tesselation that lies in i3c,, + 1 Cl if?‘,, choose 0, 1, 
or2arcsinc,+, running from the vertex to the interior of a free face. The number 
is chosen so that the arcs together with the l-cells in the new tesselation of E$,+r 
form a l-skeleton with the required valences (except for the vertices that lie on the 
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frontier of 4+i). The arcs are chosen to be disjoint except where two emanate 
from the same vertex. It is necessary to introduce some new vertices in the free face 
so that the tesselation will be made up of hexagons; these added vertices are the ones 
from which two arcs will emanate during a later stage of the construction. The ver- 
tices from which no arcs emanate are those vertices of c, + , which lie in dF, so these 
do not obstruct the construction. 
For the orbifold case, by ‘silvering’ the boundary of @, we need only consider the 
case when the boundary is empty. If @is compact, then the result is proved in [15], 
so we assume @is not compact. Suppose first that Q has no cone points, so that 
its only nonmanifold points are mirror points and ‘corner reflectors’. Each con- 
nected component A4 of the set of nonmanifold points of B is one of four types: 
(1) A4 is topologically a circle. 
(2) A4 is topologically a line and contains finitely many corner reflectors. 
(3) A4 is topologically a line in which corner reflectors correspond to the positive 
integers. 
(4) Mis topologically a line in which corner reflectors correspond to the integers. 
Consider a (closed) regular neighborhood N of M. Since we have already completed 
the manifold case, it suffices to find a hyperbolic structure on N with totally geo- 
desic boundary, and with specified length for aN in case (1). In case (l), as observed 
in [15], such hyperbolic structures exist. We will discuss case (3), cases (2) and (4) 
being but minor modifications. Choose coordinates on N so that N= R x [0, 11, with 
aN corresponding to IR x { 0} and the corner reflectors r; = {i} x { 1 } for i = 1,2, . . . , . 
Each corner reflector has local group D,, where n,zz2, and the hyperbolic struc- 
ture is constructed by giving a complete manifold hyperbolic structure on N so that 
R x (0) is geodesic and R x {l} is made up of geodesic arcs meeting at angle n/n; 
at each point {i} x {l}. This is accomplished by decomposing N into the regions 
&=(-00,1/2] x [0, l] and Rj=[i- 112,i-t l/2] x [O,l]. Let I be the length of each 
side of a regular hyperbolic pentagon with five right angles. Give R, a hyperbolic 
structure in which {l/2} x [0, l] is geodesic of length 1 and both interior angles are 
right angles. For iz 1 give each Ri the structure of a hyperbolic pentagon with right 
angles at {i- l/2} x {0}, {i+ l/2} x {0}, {i- l/2} x {l}, and {i+ l/2} x {l> and 
angle n/n; at {i} x {l}, and so that the lengths of {i - l/2} x [0, l] and {i + l/2} x 
[O, l] equal I. These conditions uniquely determine the hyperbolic structure on a pen- 
tagon. Note also that the length of [i- l/2, i+ l/2] x (0) is bounded below by 1. 
Hence the resulting hyperbolic structure on N is complete. 
Finally, if B contains cone points, we may choose a strip in d topologically ho- 
meomorphic to Rx [-1, l] so that the cone points are contained in 7 x (0). This 
strip has an involution covering a neighborhood of a mirror as in case (2), (3), or 
(4) above. Lifting one of the hyperbolic structures already constructed, we obtain 
a hyperbolic orbifold structure on the strip with totally geodesic boundary. This 
completes the proof sketch of Lemma 4.2 and the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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5. An intrinsic realizability criterion for automorphisms 
The Main Theorems give criteria for deciding whether an abstract kernel q : G -+ 
Out(F) can be realized by a G-action on a surface. This solution is extrinsic in the 
sense that the criteria are given in terms of the group extension E rather than directly 
in terms of the abstract kernel. The following theorem gives an intrinsic solution to 
the realization problem in the case when G is a cyclic group: 
Theorem 5.1. Let F be a free group of (possibly infinite) rank at least 2, and let 
a be an automorphism of F whose corresponding outer automorphism [a] has order 
n. There exists a period n diffeomorphism h of some bounded surface S such that 
h, induces a on x1(S) (with respect o some identification of xl(S) with F) if and 
only if each proper divisor d of n satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) Any subgroup of F fixed up to conjugacy by ad is cyclic. 
(ii) If d< n/2, then ad(x) is conjugate in F to x-’ only when x= 1. 
(iii) If d< n/2, and p E Aut(F) with pnjd = 1 in Aut(F) and [p] = [ad] in Out(F), 
then p fixes only the trivial element in F. 
We remark that by writing /3 in the form p( y)ad, condition (iii) can be expressed 
more explicitly as follows: 
Let X,EF be the element such that a”=n(x,). If y is any 
element of F such that yad(y)azd(y) ... anmd( y) =x;‘, with 
O<d<n/2, then ad(x)=y-‘xy only for x= 1. 
Also, the proof of Theorem 5.1 will use the observation, seen by writing P=b(e), 
that (iii) is equivalent to the following extrinsic condition: 
Whenever e is an element of E of order n/d with d<n/2, 
the centralizer of e in E is finite. 
To set up the proof of Theorem 5.1, we begin by describing the form taken by 
the main theorems when G is cyclic. An outer automorphism [a] of F of order n 
determines an abstract kernel q : Z/n + Out(F) by sending the generator of Z/n to 
[a]. For the corresponding extension 
I 
l-F-E-Z./n-l 
the group E is virtually free, so by Proposition 1.2 it is the fundamental group of 
a graph of groups F with finite vertex groups and no trivial edges. By the main 
theorems, q is realizable if and only if this graph satisfies the unnormalized condi- 
tions (Ul) to (U5). Now each vertex group of Fis cyclic with order dividing n since 
it injects under A into Z/n. Such a F can have no even vertices, so in this special 
case the unnormalized conditions on F simplify to the following statements: 
(Cl) Every edge group is either trivial or has order 2. 
(C2) Every edge with edge group of order 2 is a loop based at a vertex whose 
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vertex group has order 2, and is the only such loop based at that vertex. 
We are now prepared to begin the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Proof. For each d E Z/n, choose an element zd E E such that A&) = d and ad = 
p(zd). Suppose first that a is realizable by a period n diffeomorphism on some sur- 
face. By the main theorems, E satisfies the algebraic conditions (Al)-(A6). Since 
any finite subgroup of E is cyclic with order dividing n, every finite subgroup K is 
contained in some maximal finite cyclic subgroup, and condition (A2) implies that 
this maximal finite cyclic subgroup is unique. Furthermore, the normalizer of this 
maximal finite cyclic subgroup equals the normalizer of K, since any element which 
conjugates K to itself conjugates this maximal cyclic subgroup to another maximal 
cyclic subgroup containing K. 
To prove condition (i). suppose that H is a subgroup of F which is fixed up to 
conjugacy by ad for some integer d with 0 <d< n. Then there exists y E F so that 
ad(x) =yxy-’ for all XE H, and it follows that H is a subgroup of C,(z;‘y) (where 
the latter denotes the centralizer of zdly in E). If ~d’y has infinite order, then some 
power of it is a nontrivial element of F, and hence its centralizer must intersect F 
in a subgroup of rank 1, which implies condition (i) in this case. If z,d’y has finite 
order, then by conditions (A4) and (A?+, H has rank at most one, so H is cyclic. 
’ For condition (ii), suppose that ad(x) =yx- y -‘forsomex#l, withxandyele- 
ments of F. Then z;iy~N~((x)) (the normalizer of the subgroup generated by x). 
The intersection of N,&(x)) with F contains x, hence must be infinite cyclic, so we 
have an extension 
l+Z+N,((x))+(d)+l. 
Since the action is nontrivial, it follows from the theory of group extensions that 
NE((x)) is a semidirect product Z 0 Z/(2k) for some k> 1. But then, there are dis- 
tinct maximal cyclic subgroups containing the subgroup Z/k of Z/(2k), a contradic- 
tion. 
Finally, suppose that /? is an automorphism of F of period n/d> 2 and P=,u(~) 
(conjugation by e) for some e E E. Suppose that p fixes a nontrivial element x of F. 
Then the centralizer of e is infinite. Since e cannot have order 1, condition (A5) im- 
plies that it has infinite order, contradicting the fact that p has finite order. 
For the converse, suppose that a satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). Let r be 
a graph of groups as above and suppose that (Cl) or (C2) does not hold. Then for 
some edge e with edge group E,=Z/r, r-12, one of the following cases arises. 
Case I. e is not a loop. Let 6ee = v. and 6,e = vl. We have E,,G Up and E,, G 
Z/q where r<p and r< q since l-has no trivial edges. Therefore there is a subgroup 
E’= Z/p *L,r Z/q contained in E. Conjugation by a generator of Z/r induces the 
outer automorphism [ad] on F, where d = n/r. If either 2r<p or 2r< q, then there 
is a free group of rank 2 contained in E’ which centralizes Z/r, violating condition 
(i). If 2r =p = q, then we can give a presentation for E’ as 
(a,b 1 a2r=b2r= 1,a2=b2). 
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Thus a-lb is a nontrivial element of F for which a(a-‘b)a-’ = ba-’ = (a-lb))‘, 
violating condition (ii). 
Case II. e is a loop based at o and lE,I > IE,l. In this case the subgroup Eu*E, 
contains a free group of rank 2 centralizing E,, contradicting (i). 
Case III. e is a loop based at o, r>2, and lEul = lE,I. In this case there is an 
HNN generator t such that tEJ’ =E,. Now t has infinite order in E, so there is 
some power of t that lies in F and centralizes E,, violating (iii). 
Case IV. el and e2 are loops based at v, with E, z E,, = Eez z Z/2. The two HNN 
generators corresponding to el and e2 generate a free group of rank 2 centralizing 
E,, contradicting (i). 
These cases show that r must satisfy conditions (Cl) and (C2), and therefore a 
is realizable. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 0 
6. Elementwise-realizable groups of automorpbisms 
We turn now to the question of when the realizability of each element of a finite 
group G of outer automorphisms of F implies that the entire group can be realized. 
Of course for cyclic groups, this is automatic, so instead we should only consider 
the case when each proper subgroup of G is realizable. The question is resolved by 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. Let n : G + Out(F) be an injective abstract kernel, with G finite and 
Ffree of (possibly infinite) rank at least 2. Assume that the restriction of n to each 
cyclic proper subgroup of G is realizable. If G is cyclic with order not a prime and 
not equal to 4, or if G is dihedral with order not divisible by 4, then n must be 
realizable. If G does not have one of these forms then n need not be realizable. 
Proof. As usual, we fix the extension 
1 
1-F-E-G-1 
and let r be a graph of groups with finite vertex groups and no trivial edges, whose 
fundamental group is identified with E. If H is a subgroup of G, we denote by r, the 
finite covering graph of r whose fundamental group is the subgroup X’(H) of E. 
Note that each vertex v has preimages with vertex groups isomorphic to A(E,)nH, 
and similarly for edges. 
Assume first that G = Z/n with n # 4 and n not prime. Suppose that ~7 is not realiz- 
able. Then one of the conditions (Cl) or (C2) described in Section 5 must fail. We 
will show that each possible failure of these leads to a proper subgroup H on which 
q is not realizable. 
Case I. There is an edge e with E,=Z/r, r>2. If r< n, then (after collapse of 
any trivial edges) rj,, has an edge with edge group Z/r violating (Cl) and hence 
showing that the restriction of q to 1(E,) is not realizable. Suppose r= n. Since r 
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has no trivial edges, e must be a loop based at a vertex u with E,=Z/n. Since n #4 
and n is not prime, there is a cyclic subgroup Z/s of Z/n with 2 <s< n, and r& 
violates (Cl). 
Case II. There is an edge e, not a loop, with E,=Z/2, incident to a vertex u with 
E,,s Z/p, pz 4. Since e is not a loop, e is incident to another vertex u1 with E,, = 
Z/q for some q 2 4. If either p > 4 or q > 4, then in r,,, the edge component of an 
edge in the preimage of e has negative topological Euler characteristic, violating the 
unnormalized condition (U4) and showing that the restriction of q to Z/2 is not 
realizable. If p = q = 4, then since n > 4, the graph r,,, contains a nontrivial edge 
with edge group Z/2 incident to a vertex with vertex group Z/4, so the restriction 
of q to Z/4 is not realizable. 
Case III. There is a loop e with E,E Z/2, based at a vertex v with E,=Z/p, 
p 2 4. In this case, the edge component of an edge in the preimage of e in I&, has 
negative topological Euler characteristic, violating (U4). 
Case IV. There is more than one loop with edge group Z/2, based at a vertex v 
with E,SU2. As in Case III, rz,, violates (U4). 
Suppose now that G z D, with n odd. We will check that r satisfies the unnor- 
malized conditions. Since every vertex group imbeds in D,, condition (Ul) is satis- 
fied. Any edge group with order greater than 2 would yield an edge group of order 
greater than 2 m rz,,,, so all edge groups have order at most 2. For a vertex with 
dihedral vertex group, every order 2 subgroup is maximal since n is odd. For a vertex 
with cyclic vertex group of order greater than 2, no incident edge has nontrivial edge 
group since n is odd. Therefore rsatisfies (U2). There are no special vertices so (U3) 
is vacuous. There are no even vertices, so (U4) or (US) can only fail if there is an 
edge component r, which has negative topological Euler characteristic or is infinite 
and contains a loop, either of which would engender a corresponding failure of (~4) 
or (US) in r,,,. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1 for the case of G di- 
hedral with order not divisible by 4. 
It remains only to generate examples, for each remaining finite group G not al- 
ready considered, of abstract kernels which are not realizable but whose restriction 
to each proper cyclic subgroup is realizable. We will do this by constructing a graph 
of groups r with finite vertex groups whose fundamental group admits a surjective 
homomorphism onto G, injective on finite subgroups, so that rviolates the unnor- 
malized conditions, but each covering graph r, satisfies the unnormalized condi- 
tions for every proper cyclic subgroup H of G. 
It is convenient to introduce a notation for certain graphs of groups. If K is a sub- 
group of G, let r(G, K) denote a graph of groups with one vertex with vertex group 
G, and one edge with edge group K. Now if G is not cyclic and not dihedral, then 
T(G, {l}) violates condition (Ul), but for each cyclic subgroup H the covering graph 
T(G, { l})H has one vertex with vertex group H and [G : H] edges with trivial edge 
group, hence satisfies the unnormalized conditions. If G=Z/p with p prime and 
pf2, then r(iZ/p, Z/p) has the desired property (since H= {l} is the only proper 
cyclic subgroup), while for G z Z/2 one can add a second loop with edge group Z/2 
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to l3Z/2,2/2). For G = Z/4 let r have one edge, with edge group Z/2, and two ver- 
tices each with vertex group Z/4. If H=Z/2~2/4, then r, collapses to 
T(Z/2,Z/2), so r furnishes the desired example. Finally, if G=:D, with n even, 
take one copy of r(Dz,D2) for each D, subgroup of G (there are n/2 of them) and 
join these by edges with trivial edge group to a vertex with trivial vertex group. Each 
covering graph corresponding to a cyclic subgroup has only trivial and Z/2 vertex 
groups, and edge components isomorphic to T(Z/2,2/2). This completes the con- 
struction of the necessary examples and the proof of Theorem 6.1. 0 
7. Actions of a fixed group 
The main theorems may be used to obtain information about the set of genera 
on which a given finite group can act. Here we present some applications of this 
kind. 
The algebraic genus of a nonclosed surface is the rank of its fundamental group. 
Observe that every finite group G acts on a surface with infinite algebraic genus. 
For the finite rank case, we have the following analogue of results of [5] and [lo]: 
Corollary 7.1. Let N be the least common multiple of the orders of the cyclic and 
dihedral subgroups of the finite group G. If G acts on a surface of algebraic genus 
g, then g= 1 (mod 1 GI /N). Conversely, there is an integer n(G) such that G acts on 
some surface of algebraic genus g whenever g > n(G) and g = 1 (mod 1 G//N). 
Proof. If G acts on a surface of algebraic genus g, then since all vertex groups of 
any graph for the extension determined by the action must be cyclic or dihedral and 
must inject into G, the genus formula given in the main theorem yields the necessary 
condition. 
For the converse, observe first that G acts on some compact surface with bound- 
ary; simply take an finitely generated free group of sufficient rank as E and observe 
that a graph of groups having one vertex with trivial vertex group and having one 
edge for each generator of E satisfies the normalized conditions. Therefore from the 
genus formula, it suffices to show that if r is a graph of groups for an extension 
determined by an action of G, and if m is the order of any cyclic or dihedral sub- 
group of G, then there is a graph of groups r’ whose Euler characteristic exceeds 
that of r by - 1 + l/m and whose fundamental group admits a surjective homomor- 
phism to G which is injective on vertex groups. This is easily accomplished by ad- 
ding a vertex of valence one and an edge to K where the new vertex group is 
isomorphic to the cyclic or dihedral group of order m, and the edge group is trivial. 
This completes the proof. 0 
The ‘stable genus increment’ which exists and equals ICI/N as shown in Corol- 
lary 7.1 has been studied for orientation-preserving actions on closed orientable sur- 
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faces in [S]. Similar results can be obtained for actions on closed nonorientable 
surfaces, and for actions on closed orientable surfaces which contain orientation- 
reversing elements. The latter cases are treated in [9]. 
Next, we obtain a quick proof of a result of May [8], which gives another type 
of constraint on the genera which admit actions of G. 
Corollary 1.2. Suppose that the finite group G acts on a compact surface S with 
nonempty boundary, and that 
is the corresponding extension, where xl(S) is free of rank g> 1. Then /GAS 
12(g- l), with equality holding if and only if Ez D, *E,2 D3, in which case G is 
generated by three distinct elements x, y, and z of order two, such that (xY)~ = 
(x2)3 = 1. 
(Groups with generating sets of this form are called M*-groups by May.) 
Proof. From the Main Theorem we have a graph of groups r whose fundamental 
group is E, and the formula 
g- 1 = -x(r)jGl. 
Since g> 1, x(T) must be negative. It is not difficult to examine graphs satisfying 
the normalized conditions (see [lo, Proposition 7.11) to deduce that x(T) is maximal 
(and negative) only when EzD2 *b/2 D3 and x(T) = -l/12. The corollary follows. 
As in [lo], smaller bounds can easily be given for various classes of groups. For 
example, if G is a cyclic group acting on a nonclosed surface with algebraic genus 
g then IG( 12(g+ 1) if g is even and ICI 52g if g is odd (see Theorem 7.3 of [lo]). 
See also [ll]. 
The maximal order of a finite group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms 
of an orientable 3-dimensional handlebody of genus g> 1 is also 12(g- 1) [lo, 191. 
The connection with the bounded surface case is as follows. 
Let F be a compact bounded surface of algebraic genus g and let G be a finite 
group of homeomorphisms of F of order 12(g - 1). Let V= Fx I if F is orientable, 
and let V be the oriented twisted I-bundle over F if not. Then V is an orientable 
handlebody of genus g, and the action of G extends to a group of orientation- 
preserving homeomorphisms of T/in a straightforward way. So every group of max- 
imal order for a surface is also a maximal group for a handlebody. 
On the other hand, let G be maximal for a handlebody of genus g, with corre- 
sponding extension 
1 +z,(V)+E+G+ 1. 
By [10,20], E must be isomorphic to one of D2*H/2 D,, D, *z/3A4, D4*L/4S4 or 
D, *z/5 A,. Each of these free products with amalgamation is the fundamental 
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group of a 3-dimensional orientable ‘handlebody orbifold’, and a G-action on the 
handlebody V is obtained by taking the orbifold covering corresponding to the 
group extension. If the G-action preserves a product structure on V, then the orbi- 
fold quotient is I-fibered. This is impossible if E is one of D, *H,3 A,, D, *z/4 S4 or 
D, *E/5 A,, since these are not fundamental groups of a 2-orbifold (condition (Al) 
fails). On the other hand there is a ‘handlebody orbifold’ with fundamental group 
D, *E,2 D3 which consists of two orbifold O-handles, one the quotient of the 3-ball 
by the group D2 and the other its quotient by D,, attached together with an orbi- 
fold l-handle with core an arc of U2 singular points. This orbifold is I-fibered with 
base space a 2-disc with a silvered arc in its boundary containing a z/2 corner reflec- 
tor and a 2/3 corner reflector, and this lifts to an Z-bundle structure on I/preserved 
by the action of G. 
Finally, we note that the corresponding extension of ni(aV) is the Fuchsian 
group with signature (0; 2,2,2,3) (the boundary of the handlebody orbifold is a 
2-sphere with three z/2 cone points and one iU3 cone point) and we have a diagram 
1 - nt@V) - (0; Z&2,3) -G-l 
1 - n,(V) - D2 *z/2 D2 -G-l. 
The kernel of (Y is generated by (xJJ)‘, where x and y are the first two involutions 
in the canonical presentation of (0; 2,2,2,3). This gives the connection with the 
presentation in [S], where the NEC group (O;-;(2,2,2,3)) plays the crucial role in 
the 12(g - 1) case. This NEC group contains (0; 2,2,2,3) as a subgroup of index 2, 
and is obtained by adjoining to the action of G on al/the restriction of the reflection 
in the Z-fibers of the Z-bundle I/. 0 
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